Compound Words

Identify the compound word. Color in the bubble next to the correct answer.

1. kitten  puppy  football  rabbit
   ○       ○       ○       ○

2. hamster  crosswalk  balloon  carrot
   ○       ○       ○       ○

3. moonlight  angel  daddy  cartoon
   ○       ○       ○       ○

4. mommy  funny  igloo  eyeball
   ○       ○       ○       ○

5. iron  bedroom  jumping  open
   ○       ○       ○       ○

6. winter  cuddle  autumn  fireplace
   ○       ○       ○       ○

7. skateboard  famous  hopping  baby
   ○       ○       ○       ○

8. between  hollow  snowman  hotel
   ○       ○       ○       ○